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Easy proof, right up-front, in this one-of-a-kind Interactive Inside Book Cover, which you can see in

the Look Inside Preview. . .. . .Showing two of my winning lottery tickets, side-by-side, in the

background! The cover designers did a great job of an "artist rendition" without violating copyright

laws in order to show these "actual" winning ticket histories.When you follow-the-money-trail now. .

.. . .Since I did say "Interactive Book Cover," underneath the word meets you'll see the numbers 07

16 29 32 and 37. When you check below that column you'll see the date MON JUL 28 2008. Now

go to your favorite lottery results website and lookup the Texas Lottery Cash Five game for that

date. . .and you'll find I matched 07 16 29, and 37 for $126! Now do the same for the ticket on the

right, just underneath the word sense and you'll find 01 12 18 27 and 32, which, for the date below

of MON SEP 15 2008, I matched 12, 18, 27, and 32 for $315! . . .In both cases, only one number

away from the top prize amount...over $14,000!Finally, this is the lottery manual. . .. . .Revealing

easy-to-understand math for simplifying your life while you chase your dreams of winning the "big

one." Instead of wrestling with costly "systems," doesn't "easier" make more sense? You'll enjoy

learning three proven methods to at least beat "quick picks" by two-to-one, guaranteed. Create and

use the same easy-to-fill-out forms that Iâ€™ve used to win $1100 once, $600 twice, and $40 so

many times Iâ€™ve lost count!Here are some email comments I've received. . .". . . I do believe that

ur book is great. Thank you so much for a book like this."". . .Your book has been a big help with

understanding the lottery."". . .I read your book this past Sunday, then used your most basic method

on a 5 ball game and hit 4 out of 5 numbers! So, thank you for helping me become $300 richer!!"". .

.Thank you for your most informative book. I enjoyed it."". . .Your exercises in the mathematics of

randomness are fascinating.I am of the old school, and although I read a lot of books on my Kindle,

I still enjoy marking and underlining! Thanks so much."Free Bonuses!. . .. . .Include a free emailed

PDF copy of this book, since it's somewhat technical in nature, and free emailed "live" supporting

forms, etc., that I mentioned above! Find out today. . .. . . how to improve your lottery-playing life

forever by putting your efforts on auto-pilot, so the rest of your "real" life is much more enjoyable! Go

ahead and click on the "Look Inside" feature to enjoy the sneak-peak!
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Follow Greg's reasoning for his system and you realize he really knows math. His proceedure for

setting up the structure of "Winning The Lottery" is brillant and convinces me that he is a

mathematical genius. I've only tried his system once, to date, but received enough "hits" to know he

is on to something. Right on Greg!

Don't waste your money on this book or any other books that claims to increase your chances of

winning the lottery. Theses books are no better at helping you win anything than just merely

guessing. You have better luck playing quick pick. I seriously mean that too. I actually had better

odds playing quick pick then using the methods from this book. The real gem of this ebook is really

the excel spreadsheets bonus that comes bundled with this book. I used theses spreadsheets for

months and had very little success winning anything. I would say pass on this book and any other

lottery book. No book or nobody can predict lottery winnings. I must say Greg Nelson is a real

person that will respond to you as quickly as he can if you have any questions, but that's as far as it

goes.

Does not really work. His system demands that there is a large gap between the main predicted

numbers, like 4-15-23-36-44.If the numbers are very close or neighbours, the main predicted

numbers may create several same number lines, like 6-15-15-15-38-41 and 7-16-16-16-33-45, due

to the rounding up or rounding down of the decimal numbers.



I purchased other lottery books, however, Greg Nelson's lottery/math process is fun, even though I

haven't won yet. Thanks for sharing your 'common sense' method !

Maybe it's just me, but this is one of the most complicated methods I've seen yet - charts and

graphs and calculators and Excel spreadsheets. Maybe it will make more sense the more I read it,

but right now it's very confusing.
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